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The Cattle Egret.
Bubulcus coromandm.—blanford,   Faun.   Brit.
ind. Birds, Vol.  IV5 p. 389.
vernacular names.—Surkhia-bo°la, Badami-
bogia, Doria-bogla, Hind.; Gai-bogia, Hind.
and Beng.; Samti-tonga, Tel.; Hunt koku,
Tamil of Ceylon ; Gehri-kokaj Cing.
This JEgret is easily distinguished from the rest by its
comparatively short bill, as above indicated. It is a very
beautifully proportioned bird, much the most so of all the
small Herons, having neck and legs of reasonable length,
and the former well but not heavily feathered. Both
sexes are alike
In winter the bird is pure white, with the exception of
a buff patch on the forehead—a sort of caste-mark. Young
birds are like this. The old birds in breeding plumage
have the head: neck and back covered with beautiful
golden-buff plumes, quite long on the last named, and
constituting, alas! the "buff osprey" of the trade. The
bufi tint may vary to what naturalists call vinous, and
other Herons probably ''carrotty." This bird is rather
larger than the Paddy Bird, being about twenty inches
long, with a ten-inch wing, and shank of three and-a-half
inches. Its bill, however, is no longer than the others,
being only three inches. The bill and bare skin of the
face are always yellow, and the legs black.
This species is more active and graceful in its move.-
ments than other Herons, and is very interesting to watch
as well as ornamental, it feeds mainly on grasshoppers
and the parasites ot cattle, and hence is constant-
ly in attendance on oxen, buffaloes, &c. Thus it adds
more to the landscape than any other Heron, for the others,.
even when their colour makes them readily visible, have
too inanimate a style of beauty to be as effective as they
might. Indeed, in the hunched-up attitude that they
so often favour, they cannot be called beautiful at all.

